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Literature Review: Stress Reactance in Psoriatic Patients

W. Michael Hooten, M.D.

Abstract

The association between stress and psoriasis is well documented. A subgroup of psoriatic patients appear to be high stress reactors who can identify specific psychosocial stresses which exacerbate their psoriasis. In contrast, low stress reactors report no association between stress and the exacerbation of psoriasis. In differentiating high versus low stress reactors, a review of the literature suggests: 1) a neurogenic mediated disease process; 2) high stress reactors' disease course is not confounded by underlying psychopathology and, 3) high stress psoriatics experience more disease related stress than low stress reactors.

BACKGROUND

The term psoriasis originated from the Greek word psorian, meaning to have the itch and was first described by Celsus (25 B.C.–45 A.D.) in his work De Re Medica (1,2). Many early psoriatics were misdiagnosed as suffering from leprosy, impetigo, scabies or pyoderma (1,2). In 1809, Robert Willan was the first to partially differentiate psoriasis from other skin diseases and in 1841, Hebra described psoriasis as a separate clinical entity (1).

Psoriasis is a papulosquamous exfoliative dermatitis which presents as discrete flat-topped papules or plaques covered with thin, white, loosely adherent scales. Frequently, psoriasis initially appears on the scalp and then spreads to involve the back, sacrum, palms, nails and the extensor surface of the extremities (3). The prevalence of psoriasis in the general population varies from 0.1–2.48% with a mean age of onset of 27.8 years (4). Psoriasis is a chronic relapsing disease with 39% of psoriatics reporting complete symptomatic resolution at least once during the course of the disease (4,5).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The pathogenesis of psoriasis has yet to be fully elucidated. An increased incidence of disease in association with certain HLA types suggests that genetic factors participate in the predisposition for disease development (6). Abnormalities in keratinocyte proliferation induced by T lymphocytes, alterations in cell-mediated
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reactivity and a complement-mediated reaction localized to the stratum corneum have all been implicated in the pathogenesis of psoriasis (7-9).

In a series of reports, Farber proposed a neuropeptide-induced neurogenic inflammatory mechanism (10-14). This theory suggests that the release of substance P by local or systemic factors from sensory nerves in the skin causes local inflammatory responses that trigger psoriasis. The skin is innervated by unmyelinated sensory fibers and substance P has been localized in the free nerve endings located in the dermal papillae and epidermis of healthy human skin (15,16). Substance P is released by an antidromic mechanism following stimulation of nociceptors resulting in a wheal (plasma protein extravasation) and flare (vasodilation) (17). By way of afferent C fibers to the spinal cord, ascending nerve tract fibers transmit sensory information to the thalamus and higher cortical centers. Descending pathways then relay information back to the spinal cord.

Although local release of neuropeptides from sensory nerves in the skin has not been measured in response to stressful stimuli, the activation of higher cortical areas during stress results in altered release of substance P from the adrenal gland by descending autonomic fibers (18). Some of these descending autonomic fibers innervate opioid interneurons in the dorsal horn which synapse with substance P-containing nerves in the spinal cord (19). In response to stress, Farber proposed that descending autonomic nerves trigger antidromic release of substance P in the skin which would partly explain the effects of emotional stress on skin physiology (14). Experimental data cited by Farber in support of this hypothesis includes the decreased response of dorsal-horn neurons to noxious stimuli following activation of higher cortical centers and the exacerbation of adjuvant-induced arthritis (13,14,20,21). In the cases of surgically induced sensory anesthesia, a slow recurrence of psoriasis parallels the return of cutaneous sensation (12). In related animal studies, substance P-containing nerve fibers regenerate during burn wound healing (22). This suggests that the recurrence of psoriasis following surgically induced anesthesia could result from the regeneration of substance-P containing nerve fibers. Further evidence includes the successful use of topical capsaicin in the treatment of moderate to severe psoriasis (23). The beneficial effects of capsaicin are most likely related to the depletion of substance P from local sensory nerve terminals (24,25).

STRESS

There is a large body of literature associating stress and the development or exacerbation of psoriatic lesions (26-40). From the literature, it is possible to identify a subgroup of psoriatic patients who appear to be high stress reactors. These patients report that psychosocial stress exacerbates their psoriasis. In contrast, low stress reactors report no association between stress and the exacerbation of psoriasis. In a survey involving 2144 psoriatic patients, 40% indicated that psoriatic lesions appeared at "times of worry" (5). In another survey involving 5600 psoriatic patients, 33% responded that "new patches" of psoriasis appeared during periods of "worry" (4). In an attempt to further characterize patients who report an increase in psoratic
symptoms in response to stress, Gupta established a broad psychocutaneous profile of patients who were self reported high stress reactors versus those who were low stress reactors (27). The patients were asked to self-rate the extent to which stressful situations made their psoriasis worse. They were asked to respond to the following statement: “Stressful situations frequently make my psoriasis worse.” The patients were asked to record their responses on a 10-point scale with 1 denoting “not at all” and 10 “very markedly.” The median score was 7. Patients with scores of 7 or higher were categorized as “high stress reactors” and those with ratings of 1 to 6 as “low stress reactors.” In a study of 127 consecutive psoriatic patients, high stress reactors exhibited more cosmetically disfiguring disease in conspicuous areas (i.e., scalp, face, neck, forearms, hands, genital region) (27). However, the overall severity of psoriatic lesions as measured by the percentage of total body surface area affected and the degree of plaque thickness, scaling and erythema did not differ significantly from low stress reactors. By way of the Hassles Scale, a self-rated 10-point scale measuring the degree of daily stress resulting directly from psoriasis, and the Psoriasis Life Stress Inventory (PLSI), a 41 item instrument designed to measure stress resulting from the impact of psoriasis upon the quality of life, Gupta showed that high stress reactors reported more disease-related stress (27). Among high stress reactors, disease-related stress scores (Hassles score) correlated directly with psoriasis severity in cosmetically conspicuous body regions (scalp, face, neck, forearms, hands and genital region). Similarly, in a 5 year retrospective study, Baughman and Sobel found a greater stress reactance among patients with moderately severe psoriasis (35). When similar analysis was performed to determine if the amount of stress experienced over the 5 year study period influenced the degree of stress reactance, no such influence was found. Although Baughman and Sobel did not comment on the causal relationship between the degree of stress reactance and psoriasis severity, Gupta postulated that the amount of disease-related stress experienced by high stress reactors was a result of cosmetic disfigurement, which adversely impacted appearance and sexuality.

When compared with scores from the Social Readjustment Rating Scale (SRRS), which measured stress resulting from major life events during the 6 months prior to the study, high stress reactors experienced more disease-related stress in contrast to stress resulting from major life events (27). Baughman and Sobel postulated that psoriasis accounts for the variation in stress and that a person suffering with psoriasis is more prone to interpret life as stressful when compared to an individual who does not have the disease (35).

The prognostic significance of a high versus low stress reactor in terms of relapse has not been firmly established. In a series of 183 consecutive psoriatic patients followed over a three year period, those who recalled the occurrence of a specific stress within one month prior to the first psoriatic attack were less likely to relapse (37). The incubation time for specific incidents of stress and the development of psoriatic plaques was 2 days to 4 weeks in 96% of patients. These results were interpreted by Seville in terms of insight, where insight was defined as “self-knowledge resulting in an understanding in depth with full acceptance” (38,39).
Those patients who were able to recall a specific stressor were deemed more insightful and thus less likely to relapse as opposed to those who could not recall a stressor. Gupta found that high stress reactors experienced a greater number of flare-ups 6 months prior to admission ($p < 0.05$) (27). Sevill’s observations suggest that the acknowledgement of previous stressors could help reduce relapse but Gupta’s more recent empirical findings reveal that high stress reactors are prone to relapse.

**PSYCHOPATHOLOGY**

There have been many unsuccessful attempts to identify specific personality traits which characterize psoriatrics (32,33,35,40-46). Two studies were identified which compared personality profiles of high and low stress reactors (27,35). Gupta administered the Interpersonal Dependency Inventory Subscale to a series of high and low stress reactors (27). Stress reactance was determined by way of a 10-point self rated scale as described above. High stress reactors were more interpersonally dependent and tended to rely more upon the approval of others. Additionally, high stress reactors were less likely to report anger in association with their disease and feared greater social disapproval. In contrast, low stress reactors asserted angry feelings in reaction to their disease. In a 5 year retrospective study of 252 psoriatrics, low, medium and high stress reactors were identified by the severity of stress (Social Readjustment Scale) and psoriasis (Psoriasis Severity Scale) (35). Following delineation of stress reactance, attempts to identify associated personality traits proved unsuccessful. Considering psoriatrics in general, there have been reports of increased psychasthenia, hysteria, depression, anxiety, obsessionality and a distrust of social situations (33,41-44). It is important to note that the presence of the above disorders were established by way of questionnaires and were not the result of a psychiatric evaluation.

There is conflicting evidence concerning the use of alcohol among psoriatric patients. A group of 99 patients consecutively admitted for inpatient treatment of psoriasis and a matched control group hospitalized for other dermatologic disorders were evaluated for alcoholism using the criteria established by the National Council of Alcoholism and by scores on the Self-Administered Alcoholism Screening Test (47). Alcoholism was diagnosed in 11 psoriatic patients and 3 control patients ($0.05 < p < 0.10$). Ten of 11 psoriatic patients compared with 1 of 3 control patients were male ($p < 0.05$). In a 5 year retrospective study of self-reported alcohol consumption greater than 50 gm per day, 5.3% of 639 individuals who reported drinking greater than 50 gm per day had psoriasis compared to 0.7% of 1348 who drank less than 50 gm ($p < 0.001$) (48). Two previous studies utilizing criteria established by the National Council on Alcoholism’s Expert Committee and an unspecified questionnaire found no association between psoriasis and alcoholism (49,50). The prevalence of alcoholism among psoriatrics is inconclusive, but the data suggest psoriatrics could be at higher risk for developing alcoholism.
CONCLUSION

When compared to low stress reactors, high stress reactors have more evidence of cosmetically disfiguring disease, experience more disease related stress and are more prone to relapse. However, no personality traits or associated psychiatric disorders have been identified which differentiate stress reactance. Further elucidation of the pathogenesis of psoriasis could potentially allow stress reactance to be differentiated biologically. More study is needed to determine if the course of psoriasis could be altered in high stress reactors by modifying the above distinguishing characteristics.
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